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Welcome to the “Early Years Sight-Reading program” 

This friendly and approachable course will help you and 
your child understand the basics of music theory as well as 

being able to apply them to the piano.  

Reading music is a progressive skill, repetition is key and 
developing your child’s memory is an ability that will 

support their work at school and in their daily activities. 

I hope you enjoy this book and spending time with your 
child learning the amazing language of music. 

Best wishes, 
Cristian van Schuerbeck 

Piano Teacher 
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lesson 1


The first note you will learn is called Semibreve. 
You play them for 4 beats at the time.

Let’s count at a steady pace 
1, 2, 3, 4  

repeat the same about four 
times so get use to counting 

steadily. 

Then playing and holding the 
first note count again 1, 2, 3, 4 

and repeat the same for the next 
two notes  

 
Remember to let go on the note 
you had play previously before 

This is a Semibreve Rest, it means you will pause 
for 4 beats

C D E



 

Go through these exercises at least 3 times every day, remember reading music 
is a progressive skill, you will build up just like building with lego!

Exercises




Crotchets 
hold them only for 1 beat at the time

Look at each note and say their names out loud, repeat this at least 3 times.

lesson 2




Exercises


Let’s now read these notes 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 



lesson 3
 EARLY DAYS 

SIGHT-READING

In this chapter you will put into practice the 2 types of notes that you have learned  
Semibreves and Crotchets as well as learning when not to play a beat, look at the 

the following symbol it is called a  
Crotchet Rest. 

Rest for 1 beat then continue and play 

Rest for 1 beat then continue and play E

In music we have different types of notes, each of these notes have a 
value, it is also important to recognise the symbols that indicate pauses



Exercises




lesson 4
 EARLY DAYS 

SIGHT-READING

Minims 
hold them only for 2 beats at the time

Minim Rest 
 Instead of holding a note we pause for 2 beats

Rest for 2 beats then continue and play C



Exercises



